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A. Introduction 
 
1. Agriculture plays an important role in Uzbekistan’s economy. In 2018, 49.5% of the 
population—around 16 million people—resided in rural areas and most are employed in 
agriculture. Agriculture accounts for about 19.2% of Uzbekistan’s GDP and over 29% of 
employment in 2017, making it the single largest sector in terms of employee numbers; obviously, 
it is of crucial importance across Uzbekistan’s large rural regions. Moreover, between 2003 and 
2014 the number of people employed in agriculture increased by almost 15%.1  Agriculture 
remains a key economic driver, crucial for ensuring rural livelihoods, jobs, and food security. The 
World Bank forecasts an annual growth rate of around 6.5% in this sector for 2018–2019.2  
 
2. Livestock is an important socio-economic component in Uzbekistan. The share of livestock 
production is 42.7% of agriculture output.3 About 4.7 million smallholder farmers with land plots 
of 0.35–0.5 ha are engaged in livestock production.  Dehkan (small-scale) farms produced 93.9% 
of the total volume of meat as well as 95.6% of milk, 59.1% of eggs, 87.5% of wool, 82.5% of 
karakul. Most rural households raise livestock which provide power for cropping, transport, 
manure as source of fertilizer and fuel; a ready source of cash; and milk, meat.  
 
3. The proposed project will enhance livestock value chains. It will provide investment 
finance through eligible PFIs to increase the volume and improve the quality and safety of 
commercially-oriented livestock production and processing. It will also provide finance for 
commercial fodder and feed production and for the establishment or expansion and/or 
improvement of private sector service providers, notably veterinary services, in support of 
government policy.  
 
4. The project will build the capacity of PFIs in livestock-related credit policy, product 
development, procedures, outreach strategy, and in the identification, appraisal, and 
management of livestock sector lending. It will provide training, and technical support to help build 
the capacity of key sector stakeholders to identify, monitor, and control livestock disease risks. 
The project also will enhance the capacity of selected private sector service providers as a 
demonstration of best practices.  
 
5. The project will have two outputs: (i) access to finance in the livestock sector increased, 
and (ii) support to livestock sector enhanced. These outputs will result in the following outcome: 
production and marketing of livestock products increased. The project will be aligned with the 
following impact: improved contribution of the livestock sector to inclusive economic growth. 
 
6. The assessment process consisted of collecting and analysis  quantitative and qualitative 
data, using a desk review of available secondary data including statistics, survey reports and 
publications of international development organizations working in the country, including FAO. 
EU, World Bank  and ADBI, think tanks and academic institutions. The paper based on  key 
informant interviews with regional representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan and Council of Farmers, findings from focus group discussions with men and women-
farmers and dehkans farms from four regions of Uzbekistan.  
 

                                                 
1 World Bank, “Systematic Country Diagnostic for Uzbekistan,” 20 May 2016. 

(http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/304791468184434621/pdf/106454-REVISED-PUBLIC- SecM2016-
0167-1.pdf) 

2 World Bank, 2017a, p. 85 
3 State Statistics Committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan 

https://stat.uz/uploads/docs/СХЭКО_за_январь_сентябрь_2018_рус.pdf 
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7. The document highlights important gender aspects of rural development and concludes 
that the potential of rural women’s economic status and involvement has not yet been reached. 
The data demonstrate that the processes of reform in rural areas have encountered difficulties 
and that rural women’s employment and education are still under the influence of gender 
stereotypes related to the women’s role in a patriarchal society. While men and women are 
seemingly equally affected by unemployment, women appear to face more difficulties than men 
in finding formal jobs. Most of the women lack basic proper education background, professional 
skills, and access to information and therefore need a hands-on training in agribusinesses and 
other activities to be able to compete in the new business environment. 
 
8. It’s expected that farmers and dehkans especially women will have more opportunities to 
participate in business development trainings  and financial literacy  programs which will increase 
their access to finance and improve their capacity efficiently loan utilization.  

 
B. National Poverty Reduction and Social Strategies  

 
1. Employment and Poverty Profile  

 
9. Uzbekistan is one of the fastest growing economies in the ECA region, and among middle 
income countries during this period.  Uzbekistan is classified by the World Bank as a lower middle-
income level country.  The current GDP growth was reflected across all sectors, particularly in 
construction, services, and agriculture. Real GDP is recorded at US$48.72 billion and GDP growth 
is 5.2 % in 20174 and GDP per capita income increased from $558 in 2000 to $2,031 in 2017.   
 
10. In 2018, according to the statistical data, from Uzbekistan’s total population (33.2 million), 
49.5% resides in rural areas.5 Uzbekistan has a large youth population, and rural residents are 
slightly younger on average than their urban counterparts. The average age for females in rural 
areas is 27.5 years (30.7 years in urban areas) and for males it is 26.6 years (29.0 years for urban 
males). 
 
11. Uzbekistan’s economic growth has alleviated absolute poverty for some parts of the 
population, including for the most vulnerable groups, and resulted in improved living conditions. 
The national poverty rate fell only slightly between 2017 and 2018, from 11.9% to 11.6%. Nearly 
4 million people were estimated to live below the national poverty line in 2018.6 
 
12. Poverty rates have declined in both rural and urban locations7. Nevertheless, poverty is 
characteristic for rural populations; in 2015, it was estimated that 70% of the country’s poor lived 
in rural communities.8 Out of this population, the majority make their living from agriculture. 
 
13. Sex-disaggregated absolute poverty rates could not be found for this assessment, but 
official data indicate that living standards have improved for some groups of women. Namely, 
from 2007 to 2013, poverty among female-headed households decreased from 1.3% to 0.3%.9 
 

                                                 
4 https://tradingeconomics.com/uzbekistan/gdp 
5 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan www.stat.uz 
6 World Bank  
7 FAO. 2016a. Agri-gender statistics toolkit. Ankara. [in English and in Russian] 
8 IFAD. 2015. Investing in rural people in Uzbekistan. Rome. 
9 Center for Economic Research, Millenium Development Report  2015, p. 19 
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14. The main drivers of poverty are as follows: low agricultural productivity; high levels of 
implicit taxes;10 high dependency rates within households; regional divergences; limited access 
to productive assets (such as infrastructure, energy, land, water, and technical and financial 
services); and the high level of informality in rural labor markets.11 These factors are closely 
associated with rural populations and have a particularly negative impact on women and young 
people. 
 
15. Poverty reduction is attributable to a number of specific initiatives, in addition to rapid 
economic growth overall, including state investment in social infrastructure projects and increased 
public spending for the most vulnerable populations, the reduction of regional disparities (which 
was achieved by increasing rural inhabitants’ access to basic social services), employment 
generation primarily through the development of private entrepreneurship (micro and small 
businesses) and salary increases. Remittances sent back to Uzbekistan by labor migrants have 
also helped many families, especially those in rural areas, to remain above the poverty line. 
 
16. Poverty is higher than the national average in about eight provinces of Uzbekistan, among 
them the mostly rural Jizzakh, Karakalpakstan, Khorezm, Namangan, and Surkhandarya 
provinces, where population density is sparse. They are located far from big cities and the local 
people are mostly employed in agriculture, only a small fraction receive remittances from abroad. 
Six provinces have poverty rates below the national average i.e., Tashkent City, Andijan, Bukhara, 
Fergana, Samarkand, and Tashkent provinces. Those are high-density urbanized areas, with high 
informal employment and high number of households receiving remittances from abroad.12  
 
17. Agriculture is the largest sector of the economy of Uzbekistan and plays an important role 
in ensuring economic and social stability. Agricultural production accounted for 27.3% of farms, 
dehkan farms—70% and 2.7% farm enterprises.13  Livestock products produced in all regions of 
the country. However, Jizzak, Navoi, Kashkadarya, Khorezm regions and the Republic of 
Karakalpakstan are leading in livestock production. Livestock production are accounted for 
52.5%–61.5%  of  total agriculture output. 
 
18. The project areas include 12 regions and the Republic of Karakalpakstan. The total project 
area is 448.63 thousand km2 and consists of 170 districts, there are  over  7,557 mahallas and 
1,071 urban type settlements  (Table 1). 
 
  

                                                 
10 Implicit taxes refer to the indirect costs or losses that result from government policies. Examples in Uzbekistan include 

losses in soil fertility as a result of mandatory cotton cropping patterns and lower outputs that result from the 
inefficiency of cotton gins. 

11 IFAD. 2015. Investing in rural people in Uzbekistan. Rome. 
12 World Bank group- Uzbekistan Partnership: Country Program Snapshot, 2015. 
13 State Statistics Committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan 2018. 
 https://stat.uz/en/official-statistics/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2806&catid=181&lang=en-GB 
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Table 1. Administrative Information about the Project Area, 201814  

No. Region Area 
thousands 

km2 

Number of 
districts (except 
districts of cities) 

Number of 
mahallas 

Number 
of cities 

Number of 
urban type 
settlements 

1 Republic of 
Uzbekistan  

448.97 170 7557 119 1,071 

2 Republic of 
Karakalpakstan  

166.59 15 405 12 26 

3 Andijan  4.30 14 878 11 79 

4 Bukhara  40.32 11 540 11 69 

5 Djizzak  21.21 12 293 6 42 

6 Kashkadarya  28.57 13 725 12 117 

7 Navoiy  110.99 8 303 6 47 

8 Namangan  7.44 11 770 8 115 

9 Samarkand  16.77 14 1086 11 88 

10 Surkhandarya  20.10 13 714 8 114 

11 Sirdarya  4.28 8 221 5 25 

12 Tashkent  15.25 15 1006 16 95 

13 Fergana 6.76 15 1028 9 197 

14 Khorezm  6.05 10 498 3 56 

 
19. According to the data of State Statistic Committee, as of 1 January 2019, the total 
population of the project rural areas in Uzbekistan is 16.5 million people which on average 
comprise 49.5% of the country’s population. On the average, population growth rate is higher in 
rural areas than average population growth rate in Uzbekistan as a whole. The highest population 
growth rate per 1,000 people is in the Surhkandarya region (26.8). In some areas such as 
Bukhara, Khorezm, and Surkhandarya regions, the share of rural population is significantly higher 
than urban. The highest population density (people per km2) is in Andijan (700.4), Fergana 
(535.5), and Namangan (362.8) regions (Table 2).  

 
  

                                                 
14 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan, 2018 www.stat.uz 
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Table 2. Demography Information about the Project Area, 201815 

№ Region Population 
(‘000 

people) 

Rural 
population 
(‘000 
people) 

Including Populatio
n density 
per km2 

The 
average 

age 

Population 
growth (per 

1,000 
population) 

Urban 
(%) 

Rural 
(%) 

1 Republic of 
Uzbekistan  

33254.1 16449.1 50.5 49.5 72.7 28.8 23.3 

2 Republic of 
Karakalpakstan  

1869.7 952.2  49.1 50.9 11.1 28.2 21.6 

3 Andijan  3066.7 1463.6 52.3 47.7 700.4 28.9 23.8 

4 Bukhara  1899.5 1193.4 37.2 62.8 46.4 29.9 21.3 

5 Djizzak  1352.1 717.8 47 53 62.5 27.8 25.2 

6 Kashkadarya  3213.3 1829.7 43.1 56.9 110.2 27.2 25.8 

7 Navoiy  974.3 501.2 48.6 51.4 8.6 29.2 22.3 

8 Namangan  2752.7 975.3 64.6 35.4 362.8 28.5 24.4 

9 Samarkand  3798.7 2384.8 37.3 62.7 221.8 27.8 26.2 

10 Surkhandarya  2569.3 1658.9 35.5 64.5 125.1 27.0 26.8 

11 Sirdarya  829.7 475.0 42.8 57.2 190.6 27.8 22.3 

12 Tashkent  2898.7 1471.2 49.1 50.9 187.6 30.3 20.6 

13 Fergana 3683.1 1600.6 56.6 43.4 535.5 29..4 22.2 

14 Khorezm  1835.5 1225.4 33.3 66.7 298.5 28.3 22.0 

 
20. Interregional disparities in income and employment levels remain high in Uzbekistan. A 
number of reports show evidence of substantial spatial inequality across the regions of 
Uzbekistan, as measured by per capita gross regional product. Data from the State Statistics 
Committee of Uzbekistan show that interregional variation in income levels is    considerably high. 
See Figure 1. In 2017, per capita gross regional product in the country’s poorest regions—the 
Republic of Karakalpakstan , Jizzak, and Namangan—was more than three times lower than that 
of the capital city, Tashkent, and more than twice lower than that of the region of Navoi, which is 
rich in natural resources and has a low population density. 

 
          

  

                                                 
15 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan, 2018 www.stat.uz 
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Figure 1. Uzbekistan per capita Gross income by region, 2017 (‘000 sum)16 

 
 
21. Labor migration is a common feature of rural areas where limited employment and income-
generating opportunities are push factors for both women and men. Migration also has 
antecedents in the agricultural sector reform of the early 2000s that resulted in the liquidation of 
agricultural cooperatives (shirkats) and the creation of individual farming enterprises that required 
less labor. Labor migration from Uzbekistan began as a predominantly ‘male’ form of work, and 
to a large extent it continues to be, despite perceptions that migration is increasingly becoming 
‘feminized’. According to estimations based on Russian federal migration service records, 86.6% 
of labor migrants from Uzbekistan are male.17 and the World Bank’s Central Asia’s Labor and 
Skills Survey found that 74.6% of Uzbek migrants are from rural areas.18 
 
22. As of 2018, the negative country migration balance was –16,200 persons.19  The most 
significant negative migration balance was observed in Tashkent region (minus 5.6), Kashkadarya  
region (minus 4.2), Samarkand region (minus 3.7), Bukhara region (minus 2.9), Surkhandarya 
region (minus 2.3), Andijan region (minus 1.9) and the Republic of Karakalpakstan (minus 4.2) 
The share of transfers in 2018 in the structure of aggregated incomes increased by 3.0 p.p 
compared to 2017.20  About 47.2% of outward migrants from the country leave for Russia, while 
about 47.1% of immigrate to Kazakhstan to seek employment opportunities. According to data of 
Russian Federation Federal Migration Service, on 1 January 2018, the number of migrants from 
Uzbekistan reached to 1, 573 791 persons and migration flow is decreased by 70% compare to  
2017.21 
 
23. The share of transfers in 2018 in the structure of aggregated incomes increased by 3.0 
p.p compared to 2017.22  About 47.2% of outward migrants from the country leave for Russia, 
while about 47.1% of immigrate to Kazakhstan to seek employment opportunities. According to 

                                                 
16 Good Jobs for Inclusive Growth in Central Asia and the South Caucasus, ADB Regional report, February 2019 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/489856/jobs-inclusive-growth-central-asia-caucasus.pdf 
17 Rocheva, A. & Varshaver, E. 2017. Gender dimension of migration from Central Asia to the Russian Federation. 

Asia-Pacific Population Journal, 32(2): 87–136.Rocheva and Varshaver, 2017, p. 92 
18  Mirkasimov, B. 2017. Cognitive skills, migration, employment, and food security in Central Asia: the case of 

Uzbekistan. Presentation at the International Conference on Agriculture, Food Security, and Nutrition in Eurasia, 26 
May 2017, Moscow. (also available at http://ecfs.msu.ru/en/news/international-conference-agriculture-food-security-
and-nutrition-eurasia-featuring-ifpris-2017-807).  

19 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan, 2018   
20 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan https://stat.uz/uploads/doklad/2018/yanvar-dekabr/en/14.pdf 
21 https://migrantvisa.ru/russia/migraciya/statistika/ 
22 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan https://stat.uz/uploads/doklad/2018/yanvar-dekabr/en/14.pdf 
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data of Russian Federation Federal Migration Service, on 1 January 2018, the number of migrants 
from Uzbekistan reached to 1, 573, 791persons and migration flow is decreased by 70%  compare 
to  2017.23  
 
24. According to the data of State Statistic Committee, in 2016, the total number of employable 
age population and number of employed in rural areas of Uzbekistan were 61% and 46%, 
respectively. The number of officially unemployed people is stable for the last five years, which 
did not considerably change, around 5%. According ILO estimates unemployment was 7.2 % in 
2017.24 
 
25. Overall youth unemployment (defined as the share of the labor force ages 15–24 without 
work but available for and seeking employment) is quite high, about 18% in 2017.25 Female youth 
unemployment is always by 2%–3% higher than youth male unemployment, showing that young 
girls and women face higher challenges in finding job after they get out of secondary school. A 
considerable share of the youth unemployment is the first- time entrants into the job market. 
Overall, the professional skills of the unemployed are quite low, and many of the unemployed 
have no professional education. 
 

Table 3. Employment Information in the Project Area26 
(thousand people) 

Indicators 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Economic active 
population 

12850.1 13163.0 13505.4 13767.7 14022.4 14357.3 

women 5829.5 6004.8 6149.6 6275.5 6391.1 6556.3 

men 7020.6 7158.2 7355.8 7492.2 7631.3 7801.0 

Employed in the 
economy  

12223.8 12523.3 12818.4 13058.3 13298.4 13520.3 

women 5554.1 5723.7 5848.1 5964.3 6073.6 6189.2 

men 6669.7 6799.6 6970.3 7094.0 7224.8 7331.1 

Unemployed 626.3 639.7 687.0 709.4 724.0 837.0 

women 275.4 281.1 301.5 311.2 317.5 367.1 

men 350.9 358.6 385.5 398.2 406.5 469.9  
 

26. Official statistics on employment and unemployment (Table 3) shows that since 2012, 
economically active population and number of employed people in the economy grew by around 
1.5 million people (or 10%–12%) reflecting increase in working-age population. These indicators 
grew equally for both men and women. It is observed that unemployed men and women increased 
by 33%.  
 
27. Agriculture remains the main source of livelihood for rural communities and is a major 
employer of the population. The State Committee of Statistic reported that the number of 
employed in agriculture sector in 2017 in Uzbekistan is 27.2% (Figure 2). There is a significant 
difference between regional share of employed in agriculture sector. The highest indicators of 

                                                 
23 https://migrantvisa.ru/russia/migraciya/statistika/ 
24 EBRD Country Strategy https://www.ebrd.com/documents/strategy...coordination/strategy-for-uzbekistan.pdf 
25 EBRD Country Strategy  
26 Source: State Statistics Committee, Tashkent. 2019 
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employment in agriculture sector are in Sirdarya (46%), Jizzakh (44%), and Khorezm (36%) 
regions and the lowest is in Navoi region (22.3%).27 
 

Figure 2. The share of employment by sectors in 201728 

 

 

2. Gender Development Profile  
 
28. According to  World Bank report  Uzbekistan ranked 127th out of 187 economies  in gender 
equality ranking 29 and  being behind all CIS countries. The study notes that Uzbek women have 
problems with employment, wages and doing business. They are also not protected from 
domestic violence.   
 
29. The female labor force participation rate for Uzbekistan is 48.5%, and the male labor force 
participation rate is 76.6%.  While the gender gap in labor force participation rates is on par with 
that of middle income and developing countries in Europe and Central Asia, the particularly low 
female employment rate for the 18–35 age group indicates that women take almost exclusive 
responsibility for unpaid care work in Uzbekistan. Of note, a recent survey indicated that 80% of 
the population favours a traditional family model in which the man works outside the home and 
earns money while the woman takes care of the house and children. Women’s 
underrepresentation in formal employment translates to the loss of a key economic resource. If 
the average female employment rate in Uzbekistan equaled that of the countries in the 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), it would mean that 1.03 
million more women would be contributing to the national economy. 

 
30. There is a substantial gender and youth gap in Uzbekistan’s labor market, with low labor 
force participation across most sectors—highlighting the need to promote the socio-economic 
inclusion of youth and women. Uzbekistan’s labor force participation rate for males (as a 
percentage of the male population aged 15–64) was 79% but 51% for females.30 One in ten 
people aged 20–24 were not looking for a job in 2013 because they could not find one. By 

                                                 
27  State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan, 2018  
28 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan, 2018 
29 World Bank study “Women, business and the law 2019: a decade of reform” 
 https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/31327/WBL2019.pdf 
30 World Bank The skills road: skills for employability in Uzbekistan, 2015  
 http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/744581468230693258/The-skills-road-skills-for-employability-in-

Uzbekistan 
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comparison the average share of discouraged workers among the young labor force (aged 15–
24) was just 0.5% in Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries 
in 2012.  
 
31. Migration rates are high among youth. One in three males aged 20 to 24 was a migrant.  
Recent data shows the national female employment rate is 37.8%, but only 31.5% in provinces in 
the east of the country. Women also struggle with low levels of human capital. 60% of women in 
rural areas have only general secondary education (grades 9 to 11) or below, and only around 
8% have obtained higher education.  Women lack technical skills, low financial capacity, and low 
business (and finance) literacy.  Agricultural modernization of the cotton sector will put pressure 
on income generating opportunities for rural women who comprise 80%–90% of labor force in the 
sector. Women face a particular set of challenges. Significant male out-migration and the 
deterioration of infrastructure and utility services has increased the time burden on women. 
 
32. The gender assessment of agriculture sector finds out that, one of the key poverty factors 
in the project area is lack of opportunity for effective and productive employment of women. The 
formal labor market in Uzbekistan exhibits both vertical and horizontal segregation, with women 
and men concentrated in distinct fields. Figure 3 shows that in 2017 women were predominantly 
employed in the healthcare and education sectors, while men dominated construction, 
transportation, IT and communications, and financial services sectors. 
 

Figure 3. Proportion of Male and Female Employees by Sector, 201731 

 

 
33. Around a 27.2% of the employed population works in the combined fields of agriculture 
and forestry. However, a high percentage of agricultural work is informal (unpaid work on family 
farms, temporary and seasonal work, and self-employment). Rural women have very limited 
opportunities for employment outside of agricultural work (for example, work in the public sector 
or off-farm income-generating activities) and are overrepresented in informal employment. 
Women’s labor in agriculture tends to be low-skilled manual labor, and seasonal/temporary work 
not covered by a written contract. When women work informally on dehkan farms, they do not 
receive protection under labor law in terms of sick pay, maternity or childcare leave.  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
31 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan 2019 
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Figure 4. Gender profile of farms in Uzbekistan32 

 

 
34. In rural areas agriculture remains the main employer for women. Despite the high 
involvement of women in agriculture (52.6% of all workers), women head only 6.8% of farms in 
2017. Figure 3. The results of this assessment are shown that number of female farmers are 
reduced from 8105 to 5892 farms after recent farm optimization process in 2018 and indicate that 
female headed farms made up only 5.8% of farmers. The representation of female headed farms   
is highest indicated in Kashkadarya (25%), Djizzak (24%) and Namangan regions (23%) and low 
rate are noticed in Sirdarya and Navoi regions (1%). 
 
35. The farmers both male and female over- represented in age groups: 40–50 years (36% of 
male and 42.7% of female) and 30–40 years (34.6%- male and 27.8%-female) respectively. The 
male farmers (8.1%) are under-represented in lower age structure (under 30 years) compare to 
13.1% of female.  The representation both male and female farmers in higher age (over 60 years) 
group. The reasons that farming does not attract young people in rural areas are not entirely clear 
but could stem from a lack of specialized knowledge and education and specialized agribusiness 
development courses. 
  

                                                 
32 Council of Farmers, Dehkan Farmers and Owners of Household Land Plots 2019  
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Table 4.  Proportion of farmers by age and gender33 
Regions Under 30 years 

old 
30–40  years 

old 
40–50  years 

old 
50–60  years old over 60 years 

old 

 Male  Female  Male  Female  Male  Female  Male  Female  Male  Female  

Karakalpakstan 8.7% 18.2% 5.9% 17.1% 3.4% 6.6% 1.2% 2.5% 0.5% 0 

Andijan 0.9% 2.2% 6.0% 6.4% 10.6% 6.2% 11.9% 3.7% 4.4% 10.0% 

Bukhara 1.6% 2.9% 2.0% 6.3% 6.6% 33.0% 9.0% 9.7% 1.5% 3.5% 

Jizzakh 16.4% 17.5% 7.4% 14.7% 7.0% 6.7% 5.6% 11.4% 7.3% 15.0% 

Kashkadarya 2.4% 2.4% 8.6% 5.9% 15.8% 7.3% 21.5% 21.0% 15.8% 12.0% 

Navoi 1.1% 2.3% 3.1% 3.1% 2.8% 0.9% 2.2% 1.2% 0.4% 0 

Namangan 8.2% 3.2% 8.1% 2.4% 6.8% 1.1% 3.0% 4.1% 13.6% 0 

Samarkand 36.3% 14.8% 18.0% 9.9% 9.5% 8.6% 9.9% 7.3% 17.0% 5.8% 

Surkhandarya 13.3% 13.4% 7.7% 8.0% 6.1% 3.8% 5.8% 5.7% 3.0% 0 

Syrdarya 1.8% 0.6% 3.5% 0.6% 3.8% 1.1% 3.6% 1.5% 2.8% 1.7% 

Tashkent 5.7% 3.9% 14.9% 7.2% 9.2% 10.9% 9.4% 19.7% 9.9% 28.9% 

Fergana 1.6% 1.4% 6.9% 5.1% 12.3% 6.8% 12.2% 4.9% 21.0% 23.1% 

Khorezm 2.9% 17.2% 7.7% 13.4% 6.0% 7.2% 4.6% 7.4% 2.8% 0 

 

36. Livestock production in dehkan farms plays a significant social role, as it is an important 
source of income and food for the rural families.  Women’s involvement in livestock production 
seems high among dehkan farm families because of the vicinity of those production activities to 
their houses. The total number of dehkan  farms is estimated at 4.9 million in the country. The 
regional breakdown of dehkan  farms shows the high concentration of dehkan  farms in Tashkent, 
Fergana, Samarkand and Andijan regions.  
 

Table 3.    Number of operating dehkan  farms34 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Republic of 
Uzbekistan 4,716,292 4,681,378 4,690,563 4,731,694 4,768,976 4,831,511 4,952,035 

Republic of 
Karakalpakstan 225,904 227,292 226,101 234,511 236,243 241,894 258,104 

Andijan 477,048 481,972 481,261 481,261 484,869 490,749 494,957 

Bukhara 329,429 329,514 349,596 349,776 349,845 346,469 346,469 

Djizzak 151,730 153,383 153,383 153,383 157,507 171,100 178,681 

Kashkadarya  445,037 449,274 455,440 458,740 470,354 478,255 485,238 

Navoi 145,859 146,530 144,464 146,261 148,556 150,030 154,771 

Namangan 450,219 458,336 462,962 462,983 462,807 461,757 473,768 

                                                 
33 Ministry of Agriculture of Uzbekistan, Tashkent 2019  
34 State Statistics Committee of Uzbekistan 2019 
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 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Samarkand  557,232 548,112 511,151 511,151 511,151 511,461 531,803 

Surkhandarya 404,532 332,448 332,448 369,309 376,876 411,196 412,410 

Sirdarya  125,285 125,459 130,631 130,573 133,007 129,220 130,909 

Tashkent 571,908 560,328 582,839 604,354 604,488 593,206 616,111 

Fergana  579,971 602,999 593,610 581,306 581,306 587,611 592,233 

Khorezm 252,138 265,731 266,677 248,086 251,967 258,563 276,581 

 

37.  The majority of dehkan farmers are both the registered owners and managers of their 
dehkan farms, 64.1% of female dehkan farms operate in Djizak region. Figure 5.  But there are 
no dehkan land plots are registered to women name in Kashkadarya, Khorezm, Samarkand and 
Surkhandarya regions. This situation can be characterized by existing gender bias regarding 
women roles in family and society. As practice shows woman manage a dehkan farm de facto, 
legally the enterprise is registered in the name of a male relative or other family member.  

 
Figure 5. Gender distribution of dehkan farms, % 201835 

 

  

                                                 
35 Council of Farmers, Dehkan Farmers and Owners of Household Land Plots 2019 
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38. Existence the stereotypical gender imbalance in the veterinary profession, women 
veterinarians having been very much in the minority and now they account for almost 13% of 
practicing veterinarians registered and 5% of female staff in State Veterinary Committee.  Due to 
gender stereotypes, women in rural areas prefer to consult a female veterinarian who will examine 
their animals and provide the professional services. 

 
Figure 6. Number of veterinarians by gender and by region, 2018 36 

 
  

 
3. National Strategies to Reduce Poverty and Improve Social Safety Net 

 
39. The main strategic document that guides reforms in all spheres of economy, including 
agriculture, is the Action Strategy of the Republic of Uzbekistan for 2017–2021 (Action Strategy 
for short). Among the stated goals are: to deepen structural reforms; to ensure food security; 
developing competitive value chains on domestic and export markets; to introduce modern water-
and energy -saving agricultural technologies, stimulating job creation in rural areas; and 
developing viable, sustainable, and climate-resilient farming systems.  
 
40. With regards to agriculture, the Action Strategy proposes to improve access to markets 
for farmers, agro-processing enterprises, carrying out R&D aimed at creating and introduction of 
new crop varieties and animal breeds with high productivity, resistant to diseases and pests and 
adapted to local soil, climatic and environmental conditions, adoption of systemic measures to 
mitigate the negative impact of climate change. This will in turn promote long-term economic and 
environmental sustainability and enhance profitability for farmers and agribusiness enterprises.  
 
41. The Government of Uzbekistan recently launched Obod Qishloq (“Prosperous Villages”) 
program is a vehicle through which to implement the government reforms aimed at promoting 
participatory, community-based, urban and rural development. The program, launched officially 
on April 1, 2018, encourages officials at the provincial and district levels to conduct needs 
assessments within communities to better understand local development needs. It is intended to 
promote development in rural areas by constructing new infrastructure, rehabilitating existing 
infrastructure, and investing in employment-generating opportunities.  

                                                 
36 State Veterinary Committee of Uzbekistan,2019 
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42. The Government has developed several flagship national programs to support SME 
development in strategic sectors—agriculture and agri-business are featured prominently—such 
as the “Every Family an Entrepreneur” national program, which focuses on expanding home 
based businesses among low income households, and “Youth is our Future”, which supports the 
development of new business start-ups among young entrepreneurs, especially in rural areas. 
 
43. The socio-economic reform processes in rural areas have encountered difficulties, and 
rural women’s employment and farming development are still influenced by gender stereotypes 
on women’s role in a patriarchal society. The features of rural women’s employment (low level of 
employment and economic activity, high unemployment rate, and occupation of low-paid jobs) 
are related to women’s lack of professional education. Women and dehkans (farmers) are 
confronted with limited leadership and gender awareness. 
 
44. At the same time, the existing policies in Uzbekistan and reflected in local legislation 
suggest that the intention of the Government is mostly focused on overall welfare improvement 
and, therefore, the concept of poverty is not considered as a total concept and there is no clear 
definition of the term poverty in the local legal system. Instead, many policy documents devoted 
to social protection use the term of “low income family.” There are allowances for childcare in “low 
income families.”  
 
45. The normative definition of the “low income family” is taken from the “Methodological 
instructions for allowances to families with children before 16 years old” issued by the Ministry of 
Labor and the Ministry of Finance and registered by the Ministry of Justice in 1999. According to 
this instruction, the family applicant for allowances for childcare, must apply in writing to the 
Mahalla Committee (local administration unit). The status of “low income family” must be defined 
by the decision of special commission under the Mahalla Committee.  

 
46. The main indicator used for measurement is the minimal wage amount. The line of “low 
income” is measured as having income at 1.5 times the amount of minimal wage per capita in the 
given family or below. The term “family” is defined as parents, children and grandparents if they 
live in the same household. The definition of income is given as the total amount of revenues for 
the last 12-month obtained by all family members from all kinds of economic activities and 
subsidies. 3.4% out of 8,241,865 families are received the social allowances for low income 
families in 2017.37  

 
47. The amount of minimal wage is regularly reconsidered and announced through the 
President’s decree. According to the Decree of President of the Republic of Uzbekistan 38 the 
minimum monthly wage amount is set at SUM 202,730 (while the minimum monthly amount for 
pensioners is SUM 396,500) from January 1, 2019.  

 
48. In agriculture, main priority is defined as enhancement of labor efficiency in Uzbekistan’s 
rural areas, sustainable income generation based on both agrarian development and the 
enhancement of the infrastructure and industries that process agricultural products. It is 
recognized that an increase in labor efficiency in the agrarian sector decreases the prime costs 
of products, which in turn makes foodstuff more affordable for low-income populations, while an 
increase in employment can serve as a source of income and can enhance population welfare. 

                                                 
37 https://stat.uz/uploads/docs/Махалля_2017_ru.pdf 
38 https://www.norma.uz/poleznaya_informaciya/dinamika_izmeneniya_minimalnogo_razmera_zarabotnoy_platy 
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49. In order to achieve the goals set up in recently issued the national program on livestock 
development, 39  the following are identified as the key activities of the livestock sector 
development: 

(i) allocation rain and pasture land plots to livestock farms and other agricultural 
enterprises for the cultivation of forage crops;  

(ii) introduction of drip and sprinkler irrigation systems; 
(iii) creating new varieties and hybrids of forage crops; 
(iv) R&D on primary seed production, cultivation of super-elite and elite seeds, 

acclimatization of high-protein and non-traditional (white lupine, paisa and 
others) forage crops; 

(v) creation the research Institute of livestock and poultry laboratory of modern 
genomics for the analysis of genetics of livestock; 

(vi) introduction of   the safety requirements on zootehnice, zoohygiene, veterinary 
medicine, ecology and sanitation for animal breeding.  

4. Compliances with Core Labor Standards  
 

50. The normative legislative base is established and regulated on the basis of Constitution 
of Uzbekistan, the Labor Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan, and other 16 codes. In cooperation 
with International Labor Organization (ILO), the Republic of Uzbekistan has ratified 14 ILO 
conventions, including forced labor, discrimination in employment, minimum age for admission to 
employment and immediate action for the elimination of the worst forms of child labor, human 
trafficking and others. The project due diligence focuses on four main pillars: (i) freedom of 
association and the right to collective bargaining; (ii) elimination all forms of forced or compulsory 
labor; (iii) effective abolition of child labor; and (iv) elimination of discrimination in respect of 
employment and occupation. 
 
51. On 25 September 2014, in addition to the basic legislation, the law №ZRU-376 "On social 
partnership" was adopted.  The purpose of this Act is to regulate the relations in the field of social 
partnership and operate regarding the main principles: (i) obeying the law; (ii) equal rights; (iii) 
openness and transparency; (iv) availability; (v) independence; (vi) objectivity; (vii) mutual respect 
and consideration for the interests and responsibilities; (viii) mutual respect and consideration for 
the interests and responsibilities; and (ix) voluntary commitments of responsibilities. The notable 
example of collective bargaining is activity of Fergana region dehkan and farmers, Council of 
Farmers, Association of Women Entrepreneurs, Women Committee and local authorities.  

 
52. During field visits and FGDs (as documented Section C) with farmers and dehkans, there 
were no revealed cases of forced or compulsory labor. But violations of labor legislation in terms 
of work hours and employing temporary labor without formal contracts. The child labor is forbidden 
by main laws and adopted international conventions and there were no cases of using children’s 
labor in livestock sector 

 
53. During FGDs and interviews, there were no cases of women discrimination in employment 
or occupation. However, it is recommended to cover issues of gender stereotypes in the chosen 
profession of young girls. Vast majority of dehkans participants were teachers or nurses and 
employed mostly at seasonal works in agriculture sector. As a result, there is the vertical 

                                                 
39 Resolution of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan “About measures for further development of livestock 

industry PP-4243 dated 18.03.2019 
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segregation in the agriculture sector labor market. Absolute majority of management positions in 
the Ministry of Agriculture and its local branches as well as in the UZAIFSA are occupied by men.  
 
C. Findings of Four Focus Group Discussions 

 
1. Focus Group Discussion No. 1—Commercial farms  

 
54. The analysis has revealed important socio-economic issues that need to be resolved in 
the livestock sector. FGDs with 4 different groups (commercial farmers, dehkan farmers, 
enterprises, and households) have been conducted and analyzed. Rural women’s status and 
involvement in decision-making in agribusiness is extremely low. The interviews and qualitative 
data based on FGDs demonstrate that the reform processes in rural areas face significant hurdles 
and challenges and gender stereotypes related to women’s role in a patriarchal society are 
widespread. The specific features of rural women’s employment (low labor participation rate, high 
unemployment, occupation of low paid positions) are in many respects related to women’s lack 
of professional education. Based on these findings, the paper makes some recommendations on 
how to increase the participation of women in livestock value chain development.  
 
55. The objectives of the discussions included (i) identifying the social and gender issues to 
integrate women in livestock value chain and (ii) developing recommendations for measures to 
increase women’s involvement in agribusiness and livestock value chain. The analysis was 
conducted based on ADB guidelines 40 and international organizations 41 with an aim to reveal 
the main issue in    promoting women’s equitable participation in livestock value chains, identify 
the gender gaps in the livestock sector and define the opportunities for female farmers and 
workers to engage in different livestock value chains. 
 
56. The results of interviews and FGD discussions shows that the male and female farmers 
are faced similar constraints and issues in managing their farms. Majority of interviewed farmers 
(Andijan, Bukhara, Fergana and Khorezm regions) indicated lack of access to land for forage. 
According to the official data the total land area for fodder crops is below the standard (16%–
20%). 
 

”I received a loan from Halq Bank and bought cows from Germany and Poland, but I do 
not plan to expand my farm in the future because I do not have enough land for forage. 
There is no pasture at all.   The market for milk is not a problem, I sell my milk to dairy 
factory "Tilla Domor " for the cheese production.   I applied for getting additional land to 
the local khokimiyat many times, but they offered me pastureland far away from my farm. 
It's unprofitable to use this land. This problem is common for all livestock farms in our 
region” 

                                                 
40 ADB Gender Checklist: Agriculture 
 https://www.adb.org/publications/gender-checklist-agriculture 
41 FAO Gender in Value Chains - Practical Toolkit to Integrate a Gender Perspective in Agricultural Value Chain 

Development 
 IFAD Gender and livestock: tools for design  
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Farmer, Shavot district Khorezm region  

“My farm specializes in the production of meat (600 head of cattle). Last year I handed 
over 30 tons to the state.meat's. Given that I give the meat at prices established by the 
state (24 000 soum per ton) , then get feed (husk and others ) from the meat at state prices 
2600 soums per kg. I want to diversify their production and raise ostriches, I need more 
acreage for forage and extension farm. My numerous appeals to the khokimiyat remained 
unanswered”. 

Woman farmer, Jondor district, Bukhara region 

57. Farmers engaged in producing livestock products listed the following issues as challenges 
during FGDs and deep interviews:  

- farmers are not free to redistribute their land between crops. Inter-economic redistribution 

of land is also impossible due to the lack of market rights to use land and sublease; 

- shortage and high cost of combined feed. According to data oil and fat processing 
enterprises produce 511 thousand tons of meal with a need of 2.6 million tons (19.3% of 
demand) and 355 thousand tons of husk with a need of 1.7 million tons (21% of demand); 

- in recent years, prices for high-calorie feed (meal, husks, feed additives) have risen 
sharply in January 2016 by 160% compare to 2015.  It should be taken into account the 
fact that when feeding cattle, the proportion of these feeds in the diet is 60%–70%; 

- lack of a unified system for the production and supply of high-quality and high-yielding 
seeds of forage crops to the population and farms. As a result the population and farms 
use for many years of seeds of one grade such as (crop of corn fodder beet-corn on grain); 
According to official data the number and types of plants on pastures and hayfields are 
reduced by more than 20%: 

- insufficiency and outdated of harvesting equipment and special equipment for the 
production of animal feed. According data 75% of pastoralist farms are not equipped with 
modern equipment for grinding, preparation and distribution of feed. 

- Lack facilities for cattle slaughtering plants.  

 
In our region there are no procurement offices for the reception of hides and skins, wool 
processing plants 80 farms are just throwing away hides in our districts. In the Soviet era 
was a procurement office in Jondor and Vobkent districts and factory on producing felt 
boots and soldier's overcoat. Now this infrastructure did not exist. There is a huge demand 
for modern slaughterhouses and the creation of processing plants the sheepskin hides 
and cowhides from population and farmers.  

Women farmer Korovulbozor district, Bukhara region 
 
In our region, people do not want to engage in animal husbandry as pastures in poor 
condition, the high land salinity and the cost of feed increases from year to year, local 
authorities do not take any action to improve pastureland.  Another key problem - many 
wells in the pastures built in the Soviet era out of work.  

Women farmer, Jondor district Bukhara region 
 

58. All interviewed farmers noted among other issues the lack agriculture extension services, 
particularly at the district levels. Currently, the training programs and consulting services provided 
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by international development projects mainly in horticulture sector (USAID, GIZ, ICARDA, and 
IFAD). Agricultural advisory and consultative services needs are still not met, and there is 
particularly high demand for extension services among farmers for different livestock activities 
(rabbit breeding, fishery, ostrich breeding and bee farming) are limited.  
 
59. It is found that men farmers seek more technical advice than women, in part because they 
own large farms which extension agents tend to visit, and they usually be invited by the regional 
Department of the Ministry of Agriculture and international projects. Women farmer usually prefer 
to learn from their colleagues, participation in demonstration of new technologies and receive 
printing materials.  Male farmers also participate more than women in technical training, which 
can be partly attributed to women’s double-burden of domestic and productive responsibilities, 
which limits their available time. However, it was also found that when training services were held 
on farms close to women’s homes, they were more likely to participate. In addition, the majority 
of women farmers expressed a desire to attend educational events specifically designed for 
women farmers. 

 
In 2018 I attended the training program organized for women farm managers by the 
University of Westminster and Business Women Association of Uzbekistan. I liked 
because there were only women participants and unusual style of conducting training 
program. Usually Council of farmers or Uznasilchilik organized the seminars in the form 
of lectures and limited time for questions and answers.  

Women Farmer, Bukhara region 

 
60. Interviews with farmers indicated that the quality of service provided by the   local 
veterinary stations is low and complained about high cost of veterinary services and lack 
veterinary services for livestock farmers in remote areas. Large farms hired foreign veterinarians 
(for instance from Ukraine or Belarus) or private local veterinarians. Women farmers complained 
that local veterinarians not knowing how to care for their foreign breed.  
 

Unfortunately, local veterinarians cannot provide adequate consulting service for large 
farms who bought foreign cattle from Germany, Poland, Austria and other countries due 
to lack of professional competence. This issue will be escalated due to increasing number 
of new foreign cattle. It should be noted that lack sufficient numbers of veterinarians in the 
region due to increasing the number of animals in households: horses. cows, sheep and 
goats, Currently 5 students from Andijan region study in the Samarkand Veterinary 
Institute. The development of private veterinary services will be solution. 

           Deputy Head of regional branch of the Ministry of Agriculture 
           

61. Majority of the farmers and gave a negative response to the question about access to 
finance. Farmers complained about high transaction cost to get the credit, high interest rates  and 
bureaucratic obstacles in the banks in registration and designing documents and  lack of 
understanding by bank staff of agribusiness specifics especially livestock. 
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FGD – Farmers, Andijan region Meeting with members of Council of 
Farmers of Khorezm region 

 
 

I applied for a loan to Halq Bank in November 2018 under World Bank credit line. All 

documents were provided upon the Bank’s request to get the loan at 7% in foreign 

currency. I planned to buy the cows in winter so that they could adapt to the climate of our 

region.  Today is February 15 2019, but my loan is still not approved.  If the loan is 

approved in the spring, the cows will arrive in April-May when weather will be hot. I 

explained many times to the Bank’s staff but no reaction and no support or help from head 

office of the Halq Bank.   

Women farmer, Khorezm region 

I have a farm of 39 hectares of land and 100 head of cattle. I employ 12 people, 5 of them 

women.  In May 2018 I submitted the loan documents for the purchase of 100 cows., The 

loan was approved in November 2018.   It took a month to get a visa to Germany. I had 

to go in December and brought only 50 cows instead of 100 cows because the Bank 

delayed payment to the supplier. I spent significant amount on the preparation of 

documents for a loan of 20 million UZS including business plan, notary service, insurance 

and valuation of collateral and also a trip to Germany, interpreter fees. I didn't get any help 

from the Bank and bank staff unfriendly. 

Women farmer, Buz district, Andijan region  

I submitted my loan application and required documents to the bank on May 3, 2018. I am 

planning to buy 70 cows from Germany and application is not approved yet. (February 15, 

2019) 

Farmer, Andijan district, Andijan region 
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I have a farm of 400 hectares of land. I'm specialize on state order for cotton and wheat, 
but I also have a livestock farm. I do not want to take a loan because of the high interest 
rates of 26-30% and the bureaucracy in the banks, a lot of documents are required and 
a lot of time- consuming to communicate with banks. Many farms want to get 
preferential loans at 7% per annum, but the amount of these loans is small to buy mini 
processing equipment or foreign cattle. I can take a loan in case of the less bureaucracy 
in the banks and affordable interest rates.  

Women farmer, Fergana region 

 
 

2. Focus Group Discussion No. 2—Dekhan Livestock Farm Operations  
 
62. From ancient times, dehkan farmers42 and dekhan farms43 are considered as locomotives 
of agriculture development in Uzbekistan. A family having a dekhan plot or tomorka44 can provide 
food security not only for the family, but these also contribute to enriching the livestock production 
of the domestic market. Government of Uzbekistan decided to provide additional land to dehkan 
farms release of areas from cottonю Despite the positive developments in the operation of dehkan 
farms, there are some problems in this field. 
 
63. Major issues in dehkan livestock farms raised during FGD were animal diseases and lack 
veterinary services, lack of feed, and lack of mini technologies and mashinery. In addition, these 
dehkans’ plots have more problems with irrigation and soil salinity. The shortage of water is 
acutely felt in dekhans’ areas located far away from large canals, rivers, and ditches. In such 
cases, the dehkans have to use pumps and pay for the electricity, which in turn increases the cost 
of their products.  
 
64. Main constraints in women dehkan farms lack of information, knowledge and skills and 
not getting support from professional organizations (Council of Farmers or Business Women 
Association).    
 
65. Dehkan farms that sell milk or meat mainly sell directly to neighbor’s and acquaintances, 
and far fewer rely on market sales or intermediaries. The reliance on local sales suggests that 
dehkan farmers encounter difficulties with transport and wholesale marketing and are, therefore, 
unable to reach urban consumers. It is important to consider ways to facilitate access to market 
for female dehkan and for women who produce and sell agricultural products related to livestock, 
and additionally ensure that they have agency to make independent decisions about how the 
income will be used.  

 
“We want to work with large dairy processing plant “RushMilk”, but they refused to work 

with us.  We have been informed that we do not comply with hygienic rules. If they train 
us how to do it, of course we will complain with teir rules. We heard that Nestle company 
did before signing the contract dehkan farms in Namangan”.  

Women dehkan, Fergana region 

                                                 
42 Peasant, farmer in Uzbekistan means an owner of a dehkan plot. 
43 In Uzbekistan, a dehkan farm is a family-based small-scale enterprise that produces and markets agricultural 

products using labor of family members on a household land plot (tomorka) transferred to the head of family for 
lifelong inheritable ownership, registered or not registered officially as a legal entity. 

44 Household and/or garden plot used for agricultural activities. 
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 “Our main challenge is that we do not get good prices for our milk at the market. There 
is no milk collection Center. there are not enough traders who offer reasonable prices. 
The problem becomes even more serious in the fasting season and summer when 
prices drop out. If the district had a processing or cold storage facility, we would be able 
to preserve the milk and sell it at the right price in good time”.  

Women Dehkan, Kashkadarya region 
  

 
66. Women have limited access to key agricultural inputs and productive resources, including 
extension services, machinery / farm equipment and irrigation. With the exception of some 
projects that provide training exclusively for female farmers, women are underrepresented in 
training on technical agricultural subjects. The most significant gender-related barriers in 
agriculture extension services identified in the include: 1) proximity to extension 2) lack of 
knowledge of the existence of agriculture and consulting services; and 3) inability to find service 
providers. 

 “Dehkan farms of our village and neighboring ones would like to combine and buy mini 

milk processing technologies to produce dairy products, such as ice cream in the summer, 

since the cost of ice cream is high because it comes from Samarkand region. However, 

we do not know who to approach to select the equipment, which suits us best. We applied 

to the bank, they said that they would only transfer the money to the supplier, we should 

choose the equipment ourselves.” 

Dehkan farm, Bukhara region 

67. Women dehkan farms interviewed noted that they are not able to get the loan from the 
bank under national government programs like bee keeping and poultry farms development due 
to lack of knowledge on preparing the loan documentation and understanding the rights and 
responsibilities as the consumer of financial services. During assessment it is found that there is 
no consulting services offered by the Council of Farmers or Business Women’s Association to 
enhance the women capacity to make responsible financial decisions.  Lack of financial literacy 
and business skills also leave women with less exposure to business opportunities and 
knowledge networks, meaning women-led dehkan farms remain concentrated at the micro end of 
the spectrum, and most women remain small holder plots farmers. 
 
68. Collateral has been identified as a major constraint for access to loans from the 
commercial banks for dehkan farms.  According to IFC study the collateral requirements for 
MSME (175% of the total loan size) are higher.  Collateral is cited as the major deterrent in 
accessing credit for women dehkan.   The Government has worked to create greater flexibility in 
the collateral requirements in adopting securities transaction legal framework.  Banks are starting 
to accept third party guarantors, but most dehkan farms especially women and first-time 
borrowers find it difficult to identify a guarantor as they are perceived as high risk. Women 
generally do not own property in their own name, and lack formal documentation offering proof of 
property ownership.  They are therefore, not able to put up physical collateral for loans and have 
to request male family members for collateral or to stand as guarantor.   

 
 “I have a account with the Halq Bank as I am engaged in the milk production milk, but I 
wanted to expand my farm activities and start to engage in rabbit breeding. Because it is 
more profitable. My Bank refused the loan application and was advised to apply for 
Microcreditbank loan, which is authorized by the Government to provide loans for the 
rabbit breeding. Microcreditbank is willing to give me a loan if I transfer my bank account 
to them. But I don't want to change the bank.  I already know their rules and my Bank is 
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close to my house. I heard from my friends that they also faced these problems, if for 
example you want to engage in poultry farming then it is necessary to open an account in 
UzPromstroybank.  These rules should be abolished  and farmers should have a right  to 
take loans in any Bank”.  

Women dehkan farm, Andijan region 
 

“I applied for a loan to Uzpromstroybank, wanted to grow ostriches. They refused to take 
my loan application.  They explained me that they are waiting for resources from the head 
office and permission to issue the loans. Women dehkan, Jajakuduk district Andijan region                                                                                    
I wanted to buy cows from Belarus and my loan application was rejected by the Bank. The 
Halq Bank provides loans for the purchase of foreign breeds only from Germany, Poland, 
Austria and the Czech Republic. When I asked for a loan to buy local cows, they refused 
it too. They provide the loans for the purchase only imported cows”. 

Women dehkan, Djizak region  
 
69. Commercial rates of interest charged by banks are considered high for dehkan farms, 
especially small women dehkan farms, who have yet to achieve income stability. While the 
Government has made available startup credit or soft loans  through banks under  national 
program “Every family an entrepreneur”, the women often find the waiting time for these funds is 
longer than two month and often the loan size is not adequate for the business venture.45  The 
cost credit is of concern mainly to those who have no prior experience with credit.   
 
70. Access to new technology and information about new business approaches is essential 
for agrobusiness development; however, most dehkans are unable to make use of new equipment 
or materials without appropriate training or consulting services.  Majority women dehkan farms 
lack agricultural machinery and they are renting equipment at high prices from other farmers or 
private owners.  The gendered division of labor is such that men tend to undertake work that 
requires machinery, and this creates an expectation that using such equipment is not ‘women’s 
work’.   
 
71. Women participants of FGDs pointed out that there is lack of information resources such 
as Internet portal to get access on pricing information on livestock and suppliers. In addition 
women dehkan farms are not getting support from professional organizations (Council of Farmers 
or Business Women Association) because they prefer to work with large farms.    

 
72. As a result of the FGDs, it was revealed that the local population is aware that the plots of 
land are an additional source and opportunity for employment, increasing of the welfare of each 
family, and poverty reduction, especially in remote rural areas. However, small land size, lack of 
knowledge about modern farming technologies, lack of access to agricultural extension services, 

traditional norms and stereotypes about women’s role hamper business development. 
            

                                                 
45 Meeting with members of BWA. 
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FGD, Fergana region  FGD with members of Business Women 
Association of Bukhara region  

 
3. Focus Group Discussion No. 3—Women in integrating value chain  

 
73. The number of recent measures is being taken by the government46 to widely involve the 
rural population in income generating activities, to support family entrepreneurship, and further 
develop national crafts, implement women’s entrepreneurial initiatives and projects of young 
entrepreneurs, and provide productive employment in rural areas. In this regard, the government 
is planning to set up “Family Entrepreneurship Support Centers” and “Women Entrepreneurship 
Centers” including business incubators.  
 
74. Sericulture is a labor intensive agro-based industry which can generate employment 
opportunities for the rural and semi urban people with lowest investment cost. Sericulture sector 
holds a good deal of employment opportunities for rural women. in Uzbekistan. The sericulture 
industry revolves around both on field and off field activities such as mulberry cultivation and silk 
worm rearing. The silk production sector is managed by Uzbekipaksanoat, an association created 
in 2017 that unites five regional companies and has the status of a ministry. Sericulture is also 
addressed by a national program on the comprehensive development of the silk sector for 2017–
2021.  
 
75. Rural households engage in sericulture on a contractual basis and fulfil state orders. In 
fact, almost all silkworm breeding in Uzbekistan is carried out within rural households. During the 
assessment two enterprises interviewed, which are members of the Uzbekipaksanoat 
association. According to government regulation they may benefit from investment, training and 
new technologies that could make sericulture more efficient and profitable in the coming years. A 
particularly positive development is the recognition that the labor performed by seasonal workers 
in silk production counts toward their employment history and, thus, their pensions. 47  This 
provision, which should help to formalize the type of labor that rural women often undertake, has 
the potential to improve women’s long-term financial stability. 
 

                                                 
46 President Resolution of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On additional measures to widely involve the population in 

entrepreneurship and develop family entrepreneurship in regions” PP-4231 dated March 7, 2019 
 President Resolution of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On measures to further foster the guarantees of labor rights and 

support women entrepreneurship” PP 4235 dated March 7, 2019 
47 President Resolution    “ On  additional measures to support the accelerated development of the silk industry in the 

Republic  of Uzbekistan”  PP-4047 dated on December 4, 2018 
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“Silk Vatc enterprise was created in 2005 on the basis of the old Margilan silk factory.  
During Soviet Union the factory employed nearly 7 000 women. Currently, the factory 
employs 86 people, 90% of whom are women. We have signed the contracts with 250 
dehkan farms in two districts- Tashlak and Yozyovon (10-15 women in each dehkan farm) 

• We provide the silk worn eggs for silk worn cocoon producers and buy cocoons (1 kg – 

UZS 20,000). In accordance with government support sericulture home based work   

exempted from income tax and we pay one minimal salary to Pension Fund in order to 

link women to social security system. Women get monthly UZS 2,000 000 – 2,500,000 in 

average. This form of home-based work is seen as especially suitable for rural women 

because it does not require extensive equipment. We provide the training on mulberry 

cultivation, silkworm raising and disease treatment. In addition we signed the contract with 

local farmers on planting mulberry trees around farms and along the canals. Khokimiat 

allocated 20 ha of the land for mulberry plantations in two districts: Kuva and Yozyovon. 
Currently we are importing silk worn eggs from China. Currently we get the compensation 

from the government on purchasing the imported silk worn eggs. scale value chain, which 

contains mulberry producers, silk worn eggs producing plant, silk cocoon reeling and 

weaving. We complete the construction of a new factory by end of 2019, which will create 

additional 40 new jobs for women.  We are looking for funding for a new project "Margilan 

caravan saray "– the project cost - UZS 9 billion ($ 1, 100,000) for the silk carpets and silk 

blankets production. We are planning to buy new weaving equipment from Italy. Now we 

invite experts from Turkey for the production of silk carpets 

The constraints are faced by our enterprise: high interest rates on loans in local currency 

24-26%, which we can’t afford. The loans in foreign currency without grace  and the banks 

offer the loans without taking  into account the specifics of silk production; the lack of 

qualified specialists on silk production, the lack of professional vocational colleges in 

sericulture and lack of agriculture extension services in sericulture,  The sericulture 

industry is very prospective earning  sector and good potential to provide employment to 

the rural women in Fergana Valley.” 

                                                       Financial Director, Silk Vats, Margilan, Fergana region  

76. Aquaculture is the growing food-producing sector in Uzbekistan and is found to be a 
functional and productive enterprise for both of the job creation and improvement of nutrition. It 
found that growing involvement of rural women in aquaculture has been a noteworthy sign for the 
rapid development of fish farming. National strategies on the development of aquaculture and 
capture fisheries envision actions to engage women in the profitable areas of fish production, 
processing and marketing. Likewise, sericulture receives government support, and there have 
been initiatives to promote it as a home-based work option for women. FGD in Bukhara and 
Andijan regions shows that women are involved with seed management, feeding, daily 
supervision, medication, harvesting, sorting and grading and packaging of the aquaculture 
process. In order to attract more women in aquaculture sector, it need to establish a gender 
friendly environment to ensure women’s participation by linking the women with credit, 
technology, infrastructure, training and access to markets.  
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FGD with rural women, Galaorol district, Djizak region 

   
  

77. An overall increase in agricultural output and promotion of diverse agriculture production 
has contributed to the growth of agro-processing, which accounts for a significant proportion of 
the non-farm economy in rural Uzbekistan.  Unemployed agro-processing has the potential to 
provide jobs to rural women, and it is especially important to ensure that women have 
opportunities for decent work. Women tend to have skills and knowledge from home-based agro-
processing, but they lack formal vocational training and access to technologies and other 
resources that would support them to become business leaders in this field. 
 
78. Women engaged in livestock are hindered by the lack of time as they are forced to balance 
domestic responsibilities with running a successful business.  Women with young children, large 
families and older people to care for are particularly limited in their ability to grow their businesses.  
The lack of preschool facilities in both urban and rural areas is a barrier for women with young 
children to engage in income-generating activities or paid jobs. While larger enterprises may have 
the staff to deal with legal regulations and taxation, microenterprises are small, and run by women 
who are sole proprietors, they are not likely to have staff to follow up on these matters. 
 
79. Access to legal information is another major barrier.  Women in rural areas are not 
informed about agricultural reform, and are not aware of their rights and obligations related to 
credit.  They also lack technical knowledge on agrobusiness and financial management.  Women 
in rural areas are particularly isolated from information and networks and are unaware of changes 
in legislation and special programs.  While educational seminars and forums are supposed to be 
held regularly in rural areas, the organization of these events is not frequent and often some parts 
of the country are left out. 
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Summary of FGD Findings and Recommendations on Livestock Value chain  

Topic Findings Recommendations 

Access to inputs  • Lack access to land for pasture  

• Shortage and high cost of combined 
feed 

• 78% of pastureland degraded and 
wells on pastures are out of 
operation  

• High land salinization (Bukhara, 
Khorezm, Karakalpakstan) 

•  Solving these issues is 
envisaged in recent 
government resolution on 
further development of 
livestock industry 

Access to 

information, 

knowledge and 

technologies  

• Lack of knowledge –agrobusiness 
knowledge and technical knowledge 
on livestock  

• Lack of legal literacy – how to run a 
business and prepare the contract  

• Lack of knowledge on taxation  

• Lack business incubators to train 
young people on agrobusiness 
practices  

• Only 3 regional branches of Agrarian 
University  

• Lack agriculture vocational schools  

• No available information on water and 
energy saving technologies (solar 
pipe, biogas installation and etc) 

• Deliver the training 
program and consulting 
services by the trained 
agriculture service workers  

Access to 

extension services  

• Inadequate veterinary services  

• Absent agriculture extension services  

• Lack of number veterinarians   

• Training for local veterinary 
stations in project area 

• Establishment private 
veterinary services with 
significant market potential  

Access to market  
• Absent electronic database on 

wholesale prices on milk, meat, eggs 
and other livestock products,   

• Rural women are vulnerable to price 
fluctuation 

• Not aware of market trends and the 
need to diversify businesses to 
manage market saturation and 
competition 

•  Training agriculture 
extension services 
providers jointly with State 
Agrarian University 

 

Access to finance  

 

 

• Lack of financial literacy (debt 
management) 

• Lack of business knowledge and skills 
– prepare the business plan,  

• Lack of knowledge on how to 
approach banks 

• Business Advisory Service 
for subborrowers including 
agrobusiness skills 
development, financial 
literacy program, business 
planning  
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Topic Findings Recommendations 

 

 

• High transaction cost to get the loans 
(notary service, collateral appraisal  

• Lack  adequate  collateral 

• No practice securities transaction 
(contract financing, warehouse 
receipts finance, and inventory 
finance) 

• Not developed agriculture insurance 
scheme   

• No available financial products in 
cash  

•  Lack banker’s knowledge on 
agriculture practices   

• Lack trust to banks (households and 
dehkan farms) 

• Strengthening the PFI’s 
capacity on agrofinance 
especially agriculture value 
chain financing, design the 
new agrofinancial products 
focused agro value chain 
financing, to make real time 
credit assessment and 
introducing securities 
lending and improve 
customer service system  
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ANNEXES  
 
Annex 1 - Summary Poverty Reduction and Social Strategy (SPRSS) 

[Accessible from the list of linked documents in the RRP] 
 
Annex 2 - Gender Action Plan (GAP) 

[Accessible from the list of linked documents in the RRP] 
 
Annex 3 - Due Diligence on Compliance with Core Labor Standards 
 
A.  Introduction 
 
1. This document was developed in accordance with guidelines of ADB Core Labor 
Standards Handbook (2006) and on the basis of legal documents, literature review, results of 
fieldwork during FGDs with men and women farmers and dekhans, local entrepreneurs, semi-
structured interviews with representatives of local authorities\khokimiyats, regional 
representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture,    Regional representatives of Women Committee 
of Uzbekistan,  Council of farmers, dehkan farms and peasants  and Business Women 
Association in Andijan, Bukhara, Samarkand, Fergana, and Khorezm regions.  
 
2. After gaining its independence in 1991, Uzbekistan was committed to building a secular, 
openly democratic and law-governed country, with a socially-oriented market economy state 
based on its own "Uzbek model" of progress. It was determined that by maintaining and further 
strengthening its national identity along with a deep commitment to universal values. Public policy 
and the State law of the Republic of Uzbekistan are underpinned by the protection of human rights 
and interests. Wide-ranging efforts are being carried out to put these legal safeguards into effect. 
 
3. The normative legislative base is established and regulated on the basis of Constitution 
of Uzbekistan, the Labor Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan and other 16 codes. In cooperation 
with International Labor Organization (ILO) the Republic of Uzbekistan has ratified 14 ILO 
conventions, including forced labor, discrimination in employment, minimum age for admission to 
employment and immediate action for the elimination of the worst forms of child labor and others. 
Uzbekistan approved the Roadmap on implementation in 2018-2020 of ILO conventions ratified 
by Uzbekistan. 
 
4. In 2019, the Oliy Majlis of the Republic of Uzbekistan ratified ILO Convention No. 144 on 
Tripartite Consultations to Promote the Application of International Labor Standards (Geneva, 
June 21, 1976). Convention provides legal framework for setting up the tripartite consultations 
between government representatives, employers and employees on social and labor issues, 
examination of ILO conventions and recommendations, and issues related to reports that must 
be presented to the ILO. 
 
5. The following accounts review compliances with four core labor standards, namely: (i) 
freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining; (ii) elimination of all forms of forced 
or compulsory labor; (iii) effective abolition of child labor; and (iv) elimination of discrimination in 
respect of employment and occupation. 
 
B.  Freedom of Association and the Right to Collective Bargaining 
 
6. In 2017  Uzbekistan ratified  ILO Convention № 87 - Freedom of Association and 
Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 . The implementation of this Convention  
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will create the  legal framework for the further development of trade unions system  in Uzbekistan 
based on  of international best practices.  
 
7. The Convention foresees the right of workers and employers to establish and to join 
organizations, the workers' and employers' organizations shall have the right to draw up their 
constitutions and rules, to elect their representatives in full freedom, to organize their administration 
and activities and to formulate their programs, the public authorities shall refrain from any interference 
which would restrict this right or impede the lawful exercise thereof. Workers' and employers' 
organizations shall not be liable to be dissolved or suspended by administrative authority, as well as 
measures to ensure that workers and employers may exercise freely the right to organize. 
 
8. In 25 September 2014, in addition to the basic legislation, the law №ZRU-376 "On social 
partnership" was adopted.  The purpose of this Act is to regulate the relations in the field of social 
partnership. 
 
9. This document recognizes social partnership as the interaction of state bodies with non-
profit organizations and other institutions of civil society in the development and implementation 
of programs for socio-economic development of the country, including regional programs, as well 
as legal acts and other decisions affecting the rights and legal interests of citizens. Subjects of 
social partnership are the state bodies, NGOs and other civil society institutions.48  Article 4 
identifies the main principles of social partnership: (i) obeying the law; (ii) equal rights; (iii) 
openness and transparency; (iv) availability; (v) independence; (vi) objectivity; (vii) mutual respect 
and consideration for the interests and responsibilities; (ix) mutual respect; (x)  consideration for 
the interests and responsibilities; and (xi) voluntary commitments of responsibilities. The social 
partnership mechanisms play a key role in implementing the ILO Conventions in Uzbekistan. 
 
10. Article 5 determines the following areas of social partnership: (i) social protection, (ii) 
support and increase of social activity of the population; and (iii) providing employment, the 
development of small business and private entrepreneurship and farming.  

 
C. Elimination of All Forms of Forced or Compulsory Labor 
 
11. The Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan laid the foundation for equal rights of men 
and women, the principles of protection of motherhood and childhood, and most importantly, 
proclaimed a ban on discrimination against a person based on gender, age, ethnicity, social status 
and religion. The constitutional provisions do not contain labor discrimination, gender asymmetry, 
each citizen in Uzbekistan have the same rights on civil and political as well as socio-economic 
and cultural context. As stated in Article 13 of the Constitution, democracy in the Republic of 
Uzbekistan is based on universal human principles pursuant to which the human being and 
human life, freedom, honor, dignity and other inalienable rights constitute the highest value. 
 
12. The Labor Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan regulates employment of nationals and 
foreign citizens in Uzbekistan. Labor relations are regulated by collective agreements and 
individual employment contracts. Employment contracts must meet the standards prescribed by 
Uzbek law. Written employment contracts are compulsory and are usually valid for an unlimited 
period. Fixed-term contracts, either for five years or less, or for the duration of a project, are 
possible under certain conditions. The national legislation of the Republic of Uzbekistan 
(Constitution, Labor Code, Law on Employment) prohibits the use of forced labor. 

                                                 
48 http://www.ilo.org/ 
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13. Article 7 of the Labor Code stipulates that forced labor, namely compulsion to perform a 
work under the threat of some form of punishment (including as a means of labor discipline) is 
prohibited. The Labor Code (article 7, part 2) provides a list of exceptions to this rule. A work is 
not considered as forced labor if it is required: (i) on the basis of legislation on compulsory or 
alternative military service; (ii) in cases of emergency; and (iii) as a consequence of a conviction 
in a court of law and in other relevant cases provided by law. 
 
14. Uzbekistan Government adopted fundamental Conventions concerning Forced or 
Compulsory Labor (No.29) and the Abolition of Forced Labor (No.105).  The comprehensive 
measures were taken to implement these Conventions. The necessary legal and institutional 
framework to prevent forced labor was established and being constantly improved. These state 
provisions are in full compliance with the ILO Conventions on forced labor. The national legislation 
of Uzbekistan established punishment for use of forced labor (articles 51 and 491 of the 
Administrative Code, articles 135, 138, 148 of the Criminal Code). 
 
15. The labor relations are covered by a general agreement between the Government, trade 
unions and employers, as well as other 86 sectorial and 14 territorial agreements. The working 
conditions at enterprises and organizations are regulated by more than 93 thousand collective 
agreements, which cover today 96% of all legal entities employing trade unions members.  
 
16. All collective agreements contain provisions on observance of labor rights, including 
protection from forced labor in accordance with the ILO Convention No. 105. The collective 
agreements also specifically provide that workers called upon to participate in agricultural works 
are paid for the work they perform and, at the same time, continue receiving the average wage 
for their usual job. 
 
17. The Council of Farmers of Uzbekistan provides an extensive outreach to farmers to 
increase their awareness of compliance with national labor legislation and international labor 
norms. During men and women farmers FGDs which were conducted in the framework of different 
ADB, FAO, IFAD and World Bank projects from 2016to 2018, local population and dehkans have 
confirmed that they receive equal payment for the equal job, without any discrimination by gender 
and age from local farmers and entrepreneurs. The employers’ association and civil society 
institutions are also involved in activities aimed at reinforcing labor standards and their application 
in practice.  
 
D. Effective Abolition of Child Labor  
 
18. In 1992, Uzbekistan ratified the ILO Rights of Children Convention which is one of the first 
officially adopted international documents. The country has adopted the Guarantees of Child’s 
Rights. In all documents related to the child’s interests, the issues of securing the children’s rights 
have been set at the level of international standards. 
 
19. The Government of Uzbekistan adopted the National action plan to implement the ILO 
Conventions on forced labor. Uzbekistan regularly submits implementation reports to the ILO. An 
Interagency Working Group for reporting on ratified ILO Conventions and a Coordination Council 
on child labor and other related issues was established. It operates to prevent use of forced and 
child labor in Uzbekistan. The control over observance of national legislation and international 
norms on forced labor is also exercised by State Labor Inspection of the Ministry of Labor and 
Social Protection of the Republic of Uzbekistan.  
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20. In accordance with implementation of Road Map ion ILO ratified Convention 
implementation 2018-2020, the Trade Unions Federation of Uzbekistan has been conducting 
regular awareness raising campaign and training activities about the prevention of child labor and 
forced labor for farmers, education institutions, local authorities and communities. These kinds of 
trainings are carried out throughout the country. In addition, in the framework of social partnership 
the Trade Unions Federation and Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Uzbekistan regularly 
bring to the attention of the Government their proposals and recommendations on improving the 
labor conditions. 
 
21. According to Article 77, the Labor Code, Republic of Uzbekistan, recruitment is allowed 
from the age of sixteen. Under the “Education Law” of the Republic of Uzbekistan, a system has 
been established for education that specifies 12-year education for all children which precludes 
existence of underage children in the labor market. It has to be noted that in 2008 Uzbekistan 
ratified Convention 182 of the International Labor Organization (ILO) on prohibition of urgent 
actions to eliminate the worst forms of child labor and ILO Convention 138 on the minimal age for 
employment which is successfully implemented and practiced.  
 
22. In accordance with Article 241, the labor Code, Republic of Uzbekistan, it is forbidden to 
use the labor of youth below eighteen years old in work with unfavorable working conditions, 
underground and other work that may harm the health, put at risk their safety or morals of this 
category of laborers.   
 
23. During FGDs with men and women farmers and dehkans of the rural areas and semi-
structured interviews with local authorities, child labor issues in the livestock sector were not 
revealed. As in other countries of the world, Uzbek people explained that usually parents teach 
children how to grow plants and save environment from their childhood.  
 
E. Elimination of Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation 
 
24. According to Article 6 of Labor Code of Uzbekistan the discrimination in labor relations is 
prohibited. All citizens have equal opportunities to possess and exercise labor rights. The 
imposition of any restrictions or the granting of privileges in labor relations based on gender, age, 
race, nationality, language, social origin, property or official status, attitude to religion, convictions, 
membership of public associations or other circumstances related to employees' qualifications 
and the results of their work is unacceptable and constitutes discrimination. A person who 
considers that he has been subjected to discrimination at work may apply to the court for the 
elimination of discrimination and compensation for material and moral damage caused to him/her. 
 
25. The Republic of Uzbekistan from the first days of its independence paying great attention 
to enhancing the role and advancement of women in Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan Constitution 
contains provisions designed to protect women's rights. Article 18 prohibits all forms of 
discrimination based on gender, national, religious and other grounds. Article 46 of the Basic Law 
reads: "Women and men have equal rights." Article 117 provides women the right to elect and be 
elected to representative bodies. 

 

26. Republic of Uzbekistan joined the UN Convention "On the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women" (18 December 1979) and a number of other international 
instruments, including the International Labor Organization Convention number 103 of March 10, 
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1952 "On maternity protection "(May 6, 1993), number 111 of 1958 "On discrimination in 
employment and occupation "(30 August 1997), and has committed itself to carrying out a policy 
of non-discrimination against women. To this end it was strengthened legislation (Constitution of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan, the Family Code, the Labor Code, etc.), establishing the legal 
protection of the rights of women and to enhance its status in society. 
 
27. During FGDs and interviews, there were no cases of women discrimination in employment 
or occupation. However, it is recommended to cover issues of gender stereotypes during 
choosing of profession by young girls. As a result, there is the vertical segregation in the 
agriculture sector labor market. About 100% of top management positions in Ministry of 
Agriculture and in UZAIFSA are occupied by men. 


